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Introduction
This report presents the findings from “Shaping Grosmont” a pop-up community
engagement event organised as part of Rural Futures Programme in Grosmont,
Monmouthshire, in November 2018. It is supported by additional learning from
Rural Futures Programme’s work in the area to date.
The report is primarily for the benefit of local residents and groups to capture
what has been expressed by the community thus far, although it should also
be of interest to regional support agencies. This report does not claim to be a
definitive account of everyone’s views in the area but is intended as a starting
point for further exploration and development of responses to local issues and
opportunities raised by the people who have chosen to participate to date.

Context: About Rural Futures
Rural Futures is a National Lottery funded project which aims to help make good things happen in rural
communities in Wales. This seven year programme is run by a consortium comprising Severn Wye and BRO
Partnership and is working in the nine eligible rural counties across Wales. The Rural Futures approach is based
on the belief that local people understand best the issues that affect their communities and the opportunities
to address these. Consequently, Rural Futures aims to put people in the lead. To enhance that approach, we will
support community action by linking it effectively to best practice and evidence related to the root causes of issues
affecting rural areas.
As such, the programme sets out to:
• Empower selected rural communities through tailored targeted support using a mix of established asset-based
community development methods coupled with novel, creative approaches to map, identify and realise the
potential of their local assets. This will also include support through the award of micro-grants to develop capacity
and ideas and proposals for projects and initiatives
• Support their asset-based community-led initiatives and projects, seeking to maximise their effectiveness and
impact through support and analysis from a renowned rural poverty expert to provide enhanced understanding of
the contributory issues and factors.
• Provide specialist support to local agencies and organisations working with those communities to enable more
effective, knowledge-based cooperative working.
• Ensure robust objective evaluation to monitor the effectiveness of the approaches within the Community
Development Support programme and, equally importantly, to help communities evaluate progress of their
initiatives and projects, themselves.
• Create a range of appropriate routes for dissemination of the findings to inform future policy, practice and
intervention. This will include development of a toolkit based on the programme.
Our aim is to augment existing work and programmes as required. We recognise the importance of creating
cross-sectoral delivery partnerships and involving service providers, private sector businesses and third sector
organisations in developing asset-based community development plans to support delivery.

Context: About
Monmouthshire
Monmouthshire is a large semi-rural county with
a population of 92,000. It contains the principal
settlements of Abergavenny, Monmouth, Usk, Caldicot
and Chepstow. It is a county of contrasts. While often
perceived as leafy, this masks the differences between
and within communities. Where poverty exists in the
county it can be all the more stark where it features
alongside significant affluence. Data would suggest
it’s one of the most prosperous counties in Wales but
there is great disparity between high earners who
usually travel to work outside of the county and the
more modest incomes on offer for employment inside
the county. The county has an enviable location nestled
between the Wye Valley and Brecon Beacons. This
together with its pretty villages and market towns and
numerous castles make it a popular tourist destination.

Context: About Grosmont
Grosmont is a beautiful village situated in the very
sparsely populated north east corner of Monmouthshire,
near to the border of England. It has a castle which
forms part of the popular 3 castles walk and benefits
from a magnificent church with adjoining nave for
community use, a town hall, a post office shop and a
pub. Grosmont prides itself on its community spirit and
the warm welcome it offers visitors. The village hosts a
number of community events throughout the year..
The nearest towns- Monmouth and Abergavenny- lie
more than 11 miles away to the south west and south
east respectively. Many residents also access services
in Hereford and the area’s proximity to the English
border provides an interesting dynamic which offers
both opportunities and threats. Grosmont Community
Council serves the local area which is part of Crucorney
ward.
A brief history of Grosmont
Although there is some evidence of occupation from the
Iron Age onwards, Grosmont became an important town
during the medieval period. It is thought that a timber
castle was established during the 1100s and rebuilt in
stone during the 1200s. St Nicholas Church was built
around the same time and Norman features such as the
nave have survived with minimal alteration; the church
has the oldest surviving timber roof in Wales. The tower
was a later addition and the church was renovated
extensively in the 19th century. The nearby town hall
was built in 1832
The town was granted a borough charter in the
mid 13th century, allowing it to hold a market for
the trade of goods which happened twice a week.
Royal connections led to the town flourishing; only
Abergavenny and Carmarthen were larger in South
Wales during the medieval period. However, the burning
of over 100 homes during the Glyndwr rebellion in 1405
led to a decline in its importance until its eventual loss if
its corporation status in 1857.
With the loss of corporation, the population dwindled
and the town became a village focused on working
the land, with agriculture as the major industry. New
housing built in the village from the mid twentieth
century has increased the population, many of whom
travel out of the village for work, leisure and services.

The “Shaping Grosmont” event
The pop up engagement event was held over two days with events taking place
at the Nave, St Nicholas Church, Grosmont on Friday 2 -Saturday 3 November
2018. An overview of all the activities and a comprehensive breakdown of all the
responses and contributions gathered at the Shaping Grosmont event can be
found in Appendix 1.
The overarching aim of the residency was to explore the aspirations of the local
community and how to ensure that the needs of the present are met without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The
event aimed to make a welcoming, creative space for the community to drop-in
and share their views and stories on the past, present and future of Grosmont.
It was a place to have conversations and generate ideas about the future of the
village and the surrounding areas. It was a space for people to think about where
they live, how it has changed over the years, what is special and what needs to
change. In total, one hundred and fifty people attended over the two days.
The content of the event was curated in collaboration with local people who were
invited to a planning workshop on 20th September to discuss the format and
activities for the event. From this a number of residents offered to take the lead on
sourcing and curating a display of archive photographs and other artefacts at the
event. Local people also offered to organise a leaflet drop of the village and wider
area to publicise the event.
Our team over the two days included representatives from BRO, Rural Futures and
creative practitioner Matthew Jones. Beyond the team we had excellent support
from members of the community who set up and managed the aforementioned
archive display, helped to supervise a craft activity table and provided tea, coffee
and cakes throughout the event.
The Nave was run as a drop in space for people to explore the history and heritage
of the village and surrounding areas before considering the village now and into
the future. A comprehensive display of historic photos and artifacts was curated
by local people and films of the area were projected or available to watch on
laptops. A range of activities allowed people to contribute their stories and views
about the area and these are explored in more detail in appendix 1. People were
also invited to share stories and thoughts by taking part in conversations that
were recorded on audio. In total fourteen people took part in these providing
several hours of illuminating content. A craft table was also set up with activities to
creatively engage young families with the event.

Key themes and findings for Grosmont
This section seeks to bring together the findings from all the conversations and
views that have been expressed by the community about Grosmont and the
surrounding area into key themes. Many of these are interconnected. Not all will
be able to be supported through Rural Futures, but these headline findings set the
scene for further conversations about the future of the village and possible areas of
focus. The following themes appear in no particular order of importance.

There is a strong sense of community.
People repeatedly expressed their love for the village and its people andthe
strength of the community and its warmth is obvious from responses. The mix of
people, the community spirit, feeling safe, the welcoming nature and friendliness
were all repeatedly highlighted. Its supportiveness and caring nature were also
highlighted- particularly with relation to children. The number of children in
the village has fluctuated over the years but has increased recently which helps
maintain a sense of vibrancy. The community appears to be resilient. It has
described itself as “like a family” acknowledging that while there may be ups
and downs the relationship is strong enough to endure these and move on. The
community noticeboard is well used and the village website provides a useful
resource to keep people updated. There were some requests for additional means
of communication to be used such as greater use of social media to keep people in
outlying villages informed of village events and the suggestion of linking existing
social media groups better. Others suggested an email network to share events,
questions and calls for help.

Community events and activities for all.
A supporting reason for and exemplar of the community spirit in the village is
its history of organising successful community events which help bring people
together. Over the years the old school’s PTA, GADMAG and Grosmont Together
have helped organise these and a new group Grosmont Events has now been
established to continue the tradition. There were fond sentiments expressed about
ceilidhs, floats, quiz nights and It’s a Knockout as well as the more recent Cycling
Festival and quarterly market. Activities are needed for all ages and interests and
people stressed the importance of ensuring everyone is able to be involved. There
was a particular focus on the need for more free or low cost activities so everyone
can participate. There was evidence that this was already starting to happen with
the free bonfire event that was being organised at the time. There was also a

desire for more events in the village both organised by and for young people and a
call for young people’s voices to be heard.
There was also the suggestion of setting up new clubs including a youth club for
older children. A resident offered to help organise this.
Stay at home parents and elderly residents expressed a desire for more daytime
social opportunities to feel less isolated. Bringing together these isolated people
could provide reciprocal benefits. The reopening of a café or increasing the
frequency of coffee mornings at the church may provide one avenue as these have
been popular. Supporting the establishment of improved social networks may
also help.

Affordable housing
People stressed the need to maintain a healthy balance of people of all ages in the
village and the importance of having enough affordable housing to allow this. This
issue particularly affects the young who cannot afford to stay in the village as it has
significantly higher house prices than neighbouring areas. It also affects the elderly
who may not be receiving enough support or are unable to stay in their own
homes. Social housing provision does exist but demand outstrips supply. There
are potential plans for fifteen new homes in the LDP. Any housing development
proposals would be likely to be divisive and would need to be modest in scale and
sympathetic to the village but crucially they should include a high proportion of
affordable housing. Affordable self-build, rental and shared equity homes as well
as a care home-possibly community owned, were all proposed at the event.

Maintaining and improving facilities and infrastructure
Key facilities
The pub, post office shop, church and town hall are seen as pivotal to life in
the village both as services and community hubs and need to be safeguarded
at all costs. There is widespread concern about the future of the post officeshop. It is one of the only places for informal unplanned social contact and is
seen as a lifeline for elderly residents who are unable to access supermarkets in
neighbouring towns or online deliveries. The idea to expand the shop to add a
tea-room was welcomed at the event as it would provide a place for residents to
go for social contact during the daytime and to capture the spend of visitors to the
village. There was also the suggestion of increasing the amount of local produce
available at the shop. One idea was for GROW community land share to provide
produce possibly alongside an honesty box. There were calls for the public toilets

to be open 24/7.
Playground
There were numerous calls for a community playground to provide a neutral
space for children to play. It was noted that some people have space for play
equipment in their garden but others don’t and a play area would allow children
to play on an equal footing with other families-whenever they chose rather than
having to wait for an invitation to play. Giving children this opportunity to mix was
seen as important in building relationships for future village cooperation. Some
people called for a return of playing outside and in the street. This could be done
informally or by having occasional Play streets sessions with road closures which
the whole community can get involved with.
Town Hall and castle
People stressed how they valued the town hall and that it is well-used. There were
some comments about the need for refurbishment and improving access and
Grosmont community council has already been successful in accessing funding
to begin this process. There was a suggestion to create a permanent display of
the village’s social history in the undercroft and for free Wi-Fi to be made available
there.
The castle is highly regarded and its grounds are used for dog walking and by
young people to hang out. However it seems it played a more central role in village
life and events in the near past when there were perceived to be fewer restrictions
around its use.
Countryside access
Improving access to the countryside was also mentioned both in terms of
reinstating blocked rights of way for walkers and improving access to the rivers for
canoeing- the land is owned by Kentchurch estate and is currently out of bounds.
Telecommunications
There is a need for improved broadband and mobile phone signal particularly on
the outskirts of the village and the outlying villages.

Transport and accessibility
People have to travel to neighbouring villages and towns to access many services
such as weekly food shopping, education, healthcare and to work. The area ranks
in the bottom 2% for access to services in Wales. The village has no public transport
and so those without a car can become isolated. This particularly affects younger
people and older people. Greater awareness and use of schemes such as Bridges

Community Car Scheme and Grass-Routes Community Transport’s demand
responsive service may help fill to this gap.
There was also a suggestion of creating a system for lift sharing within the village
and for families to pool resources to arrange transport into neighbouring towns for
older children to socialise.
Reopening the station atPontrilas as a request stop garnered strong support and
would help connect the village to the wider region and beyond. A group from the
community attempted this about ten years ago but were unsuccessful due to an
issue with disabled access. However, this might be worth exploring again. Shuttle
buses linking the village and the station were suggested, if it re-opened. There
was some concern however that this could lead to higher house prices or new
developments in the area.
The reliance on cars has led to increased numbers of cars in the village. This has
led to some issues relating to parking and concerns about blocking access for
agricultural vehicles and emergency services. There is no consensus about the
extent of this problem or any solutions that are required.
The village has also seen an increase in the number of delivery trucks which have
been accused of speeding- leading to some requests to reduce the speed limit or
put in place traffic calming measures.

Protecting the character and heritage of the village and
landscape.
Grosmont has plenty to be proud of: a fantastic landscape setting, a compact
and characterful historic heart with high quality historic buildings and a proud
agricultural heritage. Residents describe the village and surrounding area as
beautiful, peaceful, tranquil and charming. Any future plans should preserve
or enhance these essential characteristics. Maintaining the rural character and
limiting development are seen as important. Too much change would not be
welcome and would be divisive in the community. It is acknowledged that for
some it is also important to stay below the radar and not allow the profile of the
village to be raised.
There was interest in creating a permanent village archive of social history with
ideas ranging from a display in the undercroft of the Town Hall, to a book or an
online resource.

One aspect to the village’s heritage that is seen as already under threat is the
perceived growing disconnection between village life and farming life. Over
the years farms have had to become larger and more efficient to remain viable.
Increased automation and fewer farming jobs have reduced the connections and
practices like villagers keeping animals or helping farmers out at busy times of
the farming calendar have all but disappeared. There is a concern that this results
in some degree of distancing between the communities and a loss of rural skills.
There was concern that some people see the inconvenience of farming-noisy
machines, vehicles travelling too fast or too slow but don’t always appreciate
the role that farmers play in maintaining the agricultural landscape that so many
people value. Is there an opportunity or appetite to share rural skills before they
are lost? Selling farm produce locally may also help strengthen the connection –
such as the example of milk that is sold by Grosmont Wood Farm.

Employment
The need for local jobs and the mix of farming and other jobs is seen as important.
Opportunities for diversification may need to be explored to help sustain farming
in an uncertain future. Many people work from home and so reliable broadband is
again a concern.

Sustainability
The issue of sustainable energy for the village was discussed with wind turbines
getting a mixed response but other suggestions included the use of hydroelectric
power or small scale generation such as Solar PV panels. There were also calls for
the village to become carbon neutral and plastic and litter free.

Community governance-collaborating and involving everyone
to succeed.
The community is served by Grosmont Community Council. It also has a number
of different community groups and is home to many people with a wide range
of skills. This coupled with the strong sense of community and history of running
events provides a strong foundation for further community based action. This
report highlights a wide number of issues and opportunities that have been
identified by the community. The shear breadth and scale of these would suggest
that they are beyond the responsibility or capacity of any one organisation or
group. There is arguably a need for a conversation to clarify perspectives on this
and to discuss the best way to allow all interested parties to work collaboratively
and constructively for the good of the village and surrounding area.

There were suggestions at the event of creating a village forum made up of
representatives of existing organisations, groups and interested individuals or a
similar umbrella group to lead on any work going forward. Groups may emerge
who wish to focus on one particular element or project as they have to date
(such as Grosmont Events). However ensuring that this is joined-up to any other
action is essential to avoid duplication, obstruction and maximise efficiency and
effectiveness. Ideally any such group should be as representative as possible of
the community.

Next steps
It is important for any next steps to be developed by the community but will be
supported by Rural Futures. It will be helpful for local people to first sense check
these findings and (if they agree and/or support them) start to consider how they
might guide future action. Some differences of opinion should be accommodated
but any themes or elements within them which do not have widespread
agreement can be put aside or discounted.
It is essential to explore who wants to be involved in taking action and what
governance /delivery mechanisms exist or need to be developed. At the moment
this is unclear.
Opportunities and issues need to be prioritised by the community. This may
be done in a number of ways and Rural Futures can support this process.
Consideration should be given to which aspects are for the community to lead on,
which will need support from other organisations and which are deemed beyond
the scope or remit of the community.
First steps might also include identifying any low hanging fruit- the things which
could be achieved quickly and relatively easily. This would be a particularly good
starting point for a group who are getting involved in this kind of community
action for the first time.
Many issues may need to be explored further to identify possible actions or
projects. Where appropriate, Rural Futures can support this process and also help
by identifying funding and researching best practice and solutions which have
been successful elsewhere.
Rural Futures will also share this report with key regional stakeholders such as
the local authority to explore opportunities for support or collaboration. The
community in Grosmont should also consider if any actions could link to existing
groups or initiatives that they are aware of.

Appendices
1: Breakdown of all responses and activities at
the Shaping Grosmont event
2: SWOT analysis October 2018
3: North East Monmouthshire area profile

Appendix 1: Breakdown of all
responses and activities at the Shaping
Grosmont event

The village in the past

The village today

The biggest changes in the last 20 years

Make a flag

Participants were asked to write a postcard
titled “I remember when...” in order to explore
key stories and moments in the living memory
of the village.

People’s opinions on the town today were
collected through a large scale map of the
town and its surroundings on which visitors
were asked to add flags under three themes:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milk at the farm gate
Grosmont wood
The pub is a hub for the local community
1983 castles Festival! Mock battles, wooden
swords, costumes, music dance, feasting
and drinking!
2 white Christmases- 2006 or 2007?
Threat of 15 new homes!
The village school closed
Dragging a milk tanker with a flat wheel
through the snow in 1981
Me and one of the Gores got hammered in
the Angel
Jazz festival in the castle
Feeling welcome in the pub when we
moved in 2015
We took all the wallpaper off the walls in
the Angel to take the walls back to their
original state
There were fewer cars and fewer huge
lorries going through the village
Ceilidh dancing in the castle
A bomb going off- Tony Smith and I sorted
it
The pub was dead in 2002
The pub is a great part of the community
now
GADMAG
It’s a Knockout
I remember when Stuart used to
skateboard through the village
When the toilets were open 24/7!
The church was not welcoming- very
different now
Lots of cars litter the streets
It’s a knockout was great
I moved here a year ago and Jane invited
me in for wine and home made chocolate
cake- I Iove Grosmont!
Cycle weekend fantastic
There was more informal parking in the
village for residents- it’s an orchard now
Old and young came together at the cycle
festival 2017
I remember the great it’s a knockout
competitions- importantly involving the
much wider rural community
Bill did an amazing rendition of Delilah in
the Angel!

What makes the area special?
What are the issues?
What projects would you like to see?

Alongside the tags, visitors could mark their
home on the map. The answers are shown
on the diagram opposite but they clustered
around several key themes:
What makes the area special?
•

•
•
•

Community - a great place to live and
for children to grow up in, with a strong
community spirit. A welcoming and warm
community.
Facilities - The castle, the pub, the old
school house.
Events - It’s a Knockout, cycle weekend
Landscape - the views and surrounding
countryside

What are the issues?
•
•

•

Transport - speeding vehicles, including
delivery trucks; parking in the village centre;
a lack of public transport
Facilities - access to WCs and
refreshments; threat of closure of the
village shop; need for more youth facilities;
better connectivity needed (broadband
and mobile phone).
Environment - more care needed by dog
walkers (dog mess); too many cables and
aerials.

What projects would you like to see?
•
•

•
•

•

Housing - retirement community;
affordable housing
Transport - speed reduction in the village
centre (e.g.: speed bumps, 20mph speed
limit); lift shares and a way of organising
these.
Facilities - a tea shop in the village shop; a
place to sell produce.
Youth facilities - improved parks and play
equipment; a place for older children to
hang out; a youth club for older children
and teens.
Sustainbability - renewable energy for the
village.

What’s special about this place and the
community here?
Participants responses to this question can be
categorised into five themes:
Community (28 responses)
The strength of the community and its warmth
is obviously from responses. The mix of people,
the community spirit, its welcoming nature and
friendliness were all repeatedly highlighted.
Its supportiveness and caring nature were
also highlighted- particularly with relation to
children. Still being part of a rural community
was also noted as important.
Landscape (9 responses)
The beautiful setting of the village was seen as
important for a number of respondents. The
stunning natural scenery, the 3 castles walk,
the agricultural community and the history of
working the land were all highlighted.
Events & activities (9 responses)
The activities and events in the village were
seen as important- for example, the market
and the cycle weekend, The sense of fun and
opportunity to catch up with other local people
were commented on as positive aspects of
these activities.
Assets & facilities (7 responses)
Historic assets and facilities such as the
castle, the nave and church, the town hall are
important to local people; so are ‘everyday’
facilities such as the shop and the pub which
support life in the community

What’s important that must not be lost?
Participant’s individual responses to the
question encouraged others to tick comments
that they agreed with, giving a greater
picture of what residents care about in the
community. The responses to this question can
be categorised into five themes:
Facilities (75 responses)
Comments highlighted a range of facilities and
their importance to village life:
•
Village shop (27 responses)
•
Town hall (15 responses)
•
The pub (7 responses)
•
Public toilet (6 responses)
•
Post office (5 responses)
•
Castle (5 responses)
•
The market (3 responses)
Community (19 responses)
The sense of community, welcome, sense of
humour and community spirit are important.
There is evident pride in the village and people
enjoy living here as it is. The village is seen as
tolerant of and welcoming to new arrivals and
there is a good balance between new arrivals
and ‘old’ Grosmont families.
History (10 responses)
The village has a sense of history; respecting
and conserving the village and its history is
important.
Landscape (3 responses)
The landscape and access to it for walkers and
dog walking is important, as are the views of
the landscape from the village itself.
Employment (2 responses)
The mix of occupations including farming is
seen as important, particularly how farming
can be continued in a sustainable way postBrexit.

Chart Title

community
landscape
What’s special about
this place?ev ents
Community
Landscape
Events & activities
Assets & facilities

Chart Title

facilities

Town Hall

Shop

WC

Pub

Church/nav e

Castle

What facilities are important and must
not be lost?
Town hall
Shop
Public Toilets
Pub
Church/Nave
Castle
Post office
Market

PO

Market

What needs to change?
The question of what needs to change in
the village and surrounding areas gathered
a much wider spread of responses. The
responses to this question can be categorised
into the following themes:
Community
Giving all villagers a voice- including the
young. This could be done by having a young
persons representative on the council and
other groups. There was some criticism of the
community council and a suggestion that a
village forum was needed to bridge between
groups.
Transport
Transport emerged as a major issue, breaking
down into four key areas:
•

•
•
•

Reducing the speed of traffic in the village
centre was a popular request; the need
to rethink parking in the village was also
raised
Better public transport: such as bus
services, buses for youth and shuttle buses;
Railway: Re-opening Pontrilas station to
access the rail network received strong
support
Community transport: community
organised buses (such as an evening bus
for youth to get to town) and lift sharing
(and ways of organising these).

Energy use
The issue of sustainable energy was discussed,
with wind turbines getting a mixed response.
Other suggestions included hydroelectric
power or small scale generation (eg: solar
panels).
Events
There was suggestion of having more events
priced for all to enjoy (such as the free bonfire)
and the need for information to be better
distributed via social media, not just the notice
board.
Facilities
A range of comments highlighted the need to
address facilities in the village. These included
suggestions of refurbishing the town hall
and making it more accessible; opening the
public toilets for longer; creating a cafe or tea
room (a Gentle Jane equivalent); and public
purchase of the shop. Other suggestions
included reinstating blocked rights of way and
burying overhead wires.

Housing
Housing provision was seen as an issue,
particularly for the young and elderly.
Suggestions included more affordable housing
(including rental and shared ownership), self
build, and help for older people to stay in their
homes.
Landscape
Suggestions included an environmental plan
for the area, better access to the rivers for
canoeing and clearing fallen trees.
Services
The issue of living on the border and therefore
having services split between England and
Wales.
Waste
The negative impact of litter and dog mess
were identified as particular problems that the
community could address.
Communications
Better broadband on the outskirt of the village.
Youth
The lack of facilities for youth was highlighted.
Suggestions included a play park a the bottom
of castle field, the need for clubs and facilities
for older children, and the need for ways to
enable access to other places for children
(parents spend a lot of time driving).

Where do you go often & why?

What clubs and groups do you belong to?

Participants were invited to draw on a map
where they go for different services and
activities. This highlighted a number of
important points:

From responses, it appears there are a number
of groups in the village but people also travel
to take part in activities:

Food shopping: People travel to Hereford and
Abergavenny for most of their food needs.
Out of the two, Abergavenny is most popular.
More frequent trips for convenience shopping
happens closer to the village.
School: Very few people marked their school
on the map. However, those that did marked
Cross Ash, Monmouth, Garway and Much
Dewchurch,
Work: Spread between the major townsAbergavenny, Monmouth, Hereford- with a few
more local.
Hairdresser: People travel all over the region
for a hairdresser. While some stay local to the
village, others travel as far as Hereford and
Abergavenny.
Leisure activities: Spread between the major
towns- Abergavenny, Monmouth and Hereford
Clubs and groups: People travel widely to take
part in things they are interested in. This was
spread across the region.
GP & healthcare: The majority of people go
to the surgery in Ewyas Harold but travel to
Abergavenny or Hereford for other health
needs.
Banking & finance: Predominantly to Hereford
and Monmouth, plus online and telephone
banking.
Chip shop: Ewyas Harold.
Garage: Predominantly to Pontrilas and
Hereford.
Worship: Predominantly in Grosmont.
DIY store: Hereford, Monmouth or Cwmbran
plus building supplies in Pontrilas.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walking group (14 people)
Grosmont Events (15 people)
Football club
Boule Club
Craft club (8 people)
Darts team (2 people)
GROW community growing (3 people)
Church (4 people)
Grosmont Gardening Club (2 people)
Bridge Club (2 people)
Book group (7 people)
Pudding Club (4 people)
Market
Yoga (5 people)
Pub Quiz team in EH
Grosmont Facebook group

Other comments:
•
Some people overflow to U3A at EH
•
Nothing yet, but would be nice to have a
children’s club (3 people)
•
I don’t think you have to be a memebr fo a
club to feel you belong
•
No groups- too busy farming

Thinking about the future of
the village
What needs to happen here for the next generation to
stay & thrive?
This question aimed to expand the question
of what needs to change to identify ideas for
keeping young people in the village.
Activities
Enhancing existing activities and creating
new opportunities was seen as important. This
included supporting young farmers clubs, rural
activities such as country shows, a youth club,
a children’s daycare and activity clubs and
support for sports clubs such as a running club.
Communications
Better broadband (particularly on the edge of
and outside the village) and improved mobile
phone signal are seen as important. This could
help business to thrive in the area.
Community
Maintaining and developing the sense
of community is seen as important. This
included maintaining a mix of young and old
and accepting that some young people will
leave the but might return later in life. The
need for a range of housing is important in
enabling this. The suggestion of a cohesive
and representative forum for all sectors of the
community was highlighted; there was some
debate around whether this existed or not.
Conservation
Keeping the rural character and limiting
development was seen as important for the
future of the village.
Employment
Greater employment opportunities was
highlighted as an area needing improvement.
Local jobs and maintaining employment in
agriculture were seen as important; perhaps
improved broadband could help with this.
Facilities
Keeping village facilities such as the shop and
pub and creating new facilities such as youth
groups and daycare will help the village thrive.
Transport
Easier and more frequent public transport
links to urban centres are vital; this could be
through bus links, lift shares or reopening
Pontrilas station.

Grosmont 2030: I’d like to see a Grosmont
where...
Community:
...more young people and families
...thriving community, young and old working
and living together
... the younger generation has a fair share of
voice
...young people engage in running the village
... there is support all age groups from infants to
retirement
... it has remained the positive kind supportive
place it is now
... people feel safe and children play outside

Sustainability
...plastic free
...plastic and litter free
...Grosmont clean up is done more regularly
... a leader in sustainability- recycling, power,
waste, food
...carbon neutral

Conservation:
... it is a beautiful peaceful village which has
kept its charm- no need to change too much
... it is still a very beautiful village and hasn’t lost
its character by expanding too much
...it is a place still in the country, not turned into
a town. The nature of Grosmont is the beauty
of Grosmont
...Grosmont remains under the radar. Not
ruined by too much publicity
...keep the charm
...no aerial spaghetti

Youth:
...there is an attractive wooden playa rea for
children
...children play in the street

Events:
...there are more social events to encourage
young/younger residents to join in and
instigate change and where their voices are
heard
...there are community events for all (such as
Grosmont events)
...there is an email network to share events,
questions etc (like Abergavenny Womens
Network)
... the excellent communication in the village
re: events, news, is maintained. Encourage all
ages to get involved.
Communications:
...phone calls can be made
... broadband throughout
...connected. to Wales and across the border
Facilities:
...there is a thriving pub and shop
...someone is inspired to take over and run the
shop
...there is affordable housing for young people
...there is a thriving pub and shop
...self-build affordable homes to keep the
young here
...young people can start a family affordably
...the elderly can stay in or near the village

Transport:
...there is no car park
...the centre of Grosmont is pedestrianised
...traffic is slower and walkers prioritised

Dogs:
...dogs are kept on a lead
---all dog owners carry ‘poo bags’
Employment:
...there are facilities to support local
businesses- workshops, broadband and
transport
And finally:
...I’ll be dead by then! Can we have it sooner?!

Skills share
The final area of the event focused on offers
and requests for skills. This asked participants
what they care about enough to action; how
they could do this; whether they are part of any
groups active in these areas; and what help do
people in the community need.
What do you care about enough in the
community to act on?
The community spirit				9
Volunteer in a community shop			
8
Updating the town hall				
7
Local market					7
Supporting events				6
Youth group					3
Churches					2
Plastic free					1
Keeping Grosmont rural				1
GADOIL						1
Sustainable living				1
GROW						1
How could you (or a group you belong to) turn
ideas into action?
•
•
•
•

•
•

Grosmont Events are a group trying
to do this (14 supporters)			
Keep the shop going by running it as a
community shop (and adda tea room?) (10
supporters)		
There is a facebook group called
Grosmums set up to share information
between families with young children.
Would be great to link this up to other
groups so we are all working together
A village forum to connect other village
groups?
How will the community council action any
of this?

Other activities
Other activities were set up in the Nave for
people to take part in: drawing a map of
Grosmont- ‘My Map’- an exercise to identify
what parts of the town are important in
people’s perceptions of its identify, and badge
making to promote the event and get people
creatively engaging with event. A craft table
was set up with a drawing competition,
colouring and a competition to ‘make your
house’.

What are your take away
thoughts about the area and
its future? Is there anything
else you want to mention?
•

Before leaving people were invited to sum up their
final thoughts about t

•

Community spirit and involvement

•

How much the village loves the community they
live in. Lots of positive thoughts and ideas to
enhance where we live. Important to be respectful
of everyone’s views.

•

Good to know that so many people care about what
happens to our village. It is so much more than a
place to live.

•

It’s important that all people of Grosmont are
involved and have opportunities to get together
and be involved.

•
•

Working together as a village to maintain its specialness.
Great to see all the old photos-it would be so good
to have them in a book or some form of archive
locals can access.

•

Community activities and events

•

Somewhere to go for a coffee and chat/ exchange
of views on a daily basis/ weekly. Currently this
happens once a month in the church.

•

Facilities services and infrastructure

•

I can’t stress enough the importance of the shop/
post office in some form.

•

The shop needs to be preserved as a centre of the
community.

•

(A resident is) interested in buying the shop/ post
office and adding a tearoom but is facing planning
barriers due to conservation issues.

•

The town hall is in need of refurbishment and
disabled access. This building is currently used by a
large-ish number of groups

•

Restoration of the town hall ASAP. Currently it’s in
poor condition with holes in floor in ground level
and smells on ground level too.

•

Grateful that the church is open, is used, is relevant
to a modern generation and has a rector resident in

the village
•

Grateful for the town hall- wish it were bigger and
modernised like Ewyas Harold/ Skenfrith

•

If possible a safe area-small playing field or similar
with child friendly equipment for the local children
to play.

•

Children’s play area would allow the mix of families
in the village to meet whenever they wish rather
than waiting for invitations to each-other’s houses/
gardens./ Grosmont is a wonderful mix of people
from all walks of life. Some people have the space
and resources to provide play equipment for their
children whilst other families are not in this position.
A community playground would allow children
from any family to meet on equal footing with other
families, whenever they chose rather than waiting
for an invitation to play.

•

Technical improvements to 4G and broadband

•

Housing

•

Not adverse to housing as long as it’s in keeping

•

Transport and parking

•

Transport to urban areas is much needed

•

Transport-lack of it for the old mean they usually
have to move away-a real pity

•

Public transport is a hugely important area.

•

Parking is often a problem.

•

Far too many cars

•

Protecting the heritage and character

•

Ours is a wonderful area with a unique historic heart
and a strong rural community amidst ancient and
beautifully maintained farmland. The spirit of the
community is strong and full of fun, but there is a
danger that too much change too quickly will be
isolating and divisive.

•

Lots of ideas mentioned but Grosmont is beautiful
and has always been an excellent community-may
it long continue. I appreciate villages do need to
move on into 21st century- but let’s not change it
too much.

•

I would just like to maintain the tranquillity of the
area.

•

Although Grosmont is beautiful in every way
we do have to move with the times and certain
improvements have to be made, but not too many.

•

Border location

•

Grosmont is shaped by its position on the border
which means it’s not as well connected as it should
be: no cross border transport, poor health care
linkages. It is further from a town than any village
in Monmouthshire. Unless connections are made it
will increasingly become a middle- class dormitory
village and retirees. Need to keep it alive.

•

Multi-themed comments

•

Shop and pub are extra value added plus a great
community spirit.

•

We love Grosmont. We like how everytime we drive
through the village someone is doing something.
Pub made us very welcome when we arrived in
2015. We want the shop to stay. Wish it was the right
time in our life and it was affordable.

•

…I think we need a better ambulance service and
public transport to and from the village-otherwise it
is perfect as it is.

•

The sense of community and the things that create
it are of paramount importance:

•

The mix of farming and other employment

•

The mix of houses inc. self build

•

The pub, shop and church

•

…changes that support that continuing are
supported:

•

Events

•

Broadband

•

Modest building of affordable homes.

•

Environmental plan for the area’s ecology needed

Appendix 2 : SWOT analysis Octoer 2018
The following SWOT (Strenghths, Opportunities, Weaknesses, Threats) analysis represents the findings from
conversations in the community leading up to the Shaping Grosmont event. This was available to read at the
Shaping Grosmont event.
Strengths (Characteristics of the community that give it an advantage over others - usually things with the control of
the community).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beautiful countryside and Good Local Environmental Quality (LEQ) Tranquil, beautiful and quiet area. It’s off the
main road so it has to be discovered!
Castle and grounds with free entry. Part of 3 Castles Walk, featured in Walking Weatherman, BBC Wales
Village pub is the centre of the community
Village shop and post office (see also weaknesses)
Village has a heart which enables social interaction.
Town Hall as a community resource with lots of potential (see also weaknesses)
St Nicholas church and nave welcoming to all and well used by the community including events in the village
(up to 200 people)
Cross Ash –a great school
Few holiday homes-most homes are permanently occupied
Old buildings in the village. Residents feel a strong tie to these and consider themselves custodians.
History of community-organised events
Quarterly market
Residents welcome the opportunity for greater engagement with the community council.
GROW community land share ¾ mile outside village.
Grosmont is “a musical and cultural village”
Close knit community. Main asset is the community itself. People look out for each other. Strong sense of
community. “The community behaves like a family accepting the ups and downs including the disagreements
that arise”
Notice board is well used
Grosmont has its own website which is well maintained.
Grosmont Together has a community database of about 100 residents
People feel safe and crime is low
50 people attended a church coffee morning recently
People feel at home
It’s a living village with a good mix of generations
Farmers do a lot to help the village (such as dig people out in the snow /maintain hedges)
Sense of history and continuity. Families have lived here for generations.

Weaknesses (Characteristics of the community that disadvantage it relative to others, usually things with the control
of the community)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimal village parking. Some want improvements to alleviate those parking on roadside and blocking access
to agricultural and emergency vehicles.
Concerns about dog mess- Community council can’t find a contractor willing to collect dog waste
Agricultural community feel less respected and understood than they were. People don’t always understand the
pressures of farming or appreciate the important role farmers play in helping around the village but enjoy the
scenic backdrop farming provides
Foot and mouth devastated the connection between the village as many stopped farming. Memories of the
stench of Jeyes Fluid and burning carcasses during this time. Less connection between people in Grosmont
village and the surrounding agricultural area than there used to be.
Next generation not interested in going into farming
Opportunity for increased participation in community activity by some residents
In the past, people organised activities for children which got everyone else involved.
Uncertainty about who could lead community based action after Grosmont Together ceased operating.
Isolation

•
•
•
•
•

Nothing for young people to do (besides sitting under the Oak tree!)
Play areas reportedly underutilised but costly for Community Council to maintain (village field unused for
football but well used in past)
Village shop and post office under threat. Lifeline for older residents especially and closure could force them out
of the village.
Town hall in need of renovation. Has no wi-fi and has poor access as primarily located on 1st floor with no liftprior. Unsuccessful Lottery Bid.
Town Hall underutilised. Have all potential uses been fully explored?

Opportunities (Elements in the environment / context that the community could exploit to its advantage - usually
things that are outside the control of the community but could provide an opportunity)
Good alignment and links with asset based approach adopted by MCC and GAVO (as well as Housing associations /
RSLs)
Leader Programme looking at areas with poor broadband provision
Rural Transport study completed in Monmouthshire funded by LEADER programme and exploring who should take
lead- PSB?
CTA Connecting Communities Programme and funding
£1.25m of GovTech Catalyst funding is available to encourage technology businesses to find solutions to help break
the cycle of loneliness and the challenge of limited rural transport faced by many people in Monmouthshire. The
competition opened on Monday 16 July.
Bridges Community Car Scheme- potential for increased awareness and participation.
Opportunity to work with Charter Housing Association on digital inclusion including use of its Roadshow vehicle
Scope for increased tourism (although some doubts regarding the benefit this actually brings to the village).
Community fund up to £70k/pa from solar park for 3 community council areas including Grosmont.
Grosmont was the last village in Wales to be connected to mains water.

Threats (Elements in the environment / context that could harm or cause trouble for the community -again, usually
things that are outside the control of the community but could be harmful).
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Grosmont lies within Crucorney LSOA (Lower Super output area). It is ranked 43 out of 1909 LSOAs in Wales for
access to services.
Village infrastructure at maximum capacity-electricity supply and drainage under stress
Phone signal, TV and broadband all intermittent especially on edge of village and beyond which haven’t
benefited from improvements
No affordable homes for the next generation so children grow up, leave the village and don’t return.
Threat of LDP plan for 15 (?) new homes still hanging over the village. Plan currently up for revision. Any
development should focus on affordable homes.
No bus service via village. Previous community schemes to address have been unsuccessful due to there not
being one obvious destination. Community council tried running a minibus service to Pontrilas to connect with
transport links about 15 years ago (2-3 times a day). Underused so stopped running. Nearest link is at Llangua
1.5miles away. Little awareness of Grass Routes service and criticism that it took too long to get anywhere
anyway.
Village is off mains gas but it’s understood that there’s an Oil buying consortium.
Very few children in the village.

Ward Boundary Area: 21,421 hectares

(Wards: Crucorney and Llan<lio Crossenny)

Popula<on: 3,876 (2011)
Pop. Chg.: +8.7% (2001-2011)
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PopulaGon ProjecGon
10 year average migrant variant
Percentage Change 2017-2037
Crucorney: N/A
Llan<lio Crossenny: N/A
Monmouthshire: 0.1%
Wales: 6.7%

Average Age (2011)

Crucorney: 43.2
Llan<lio Crossenny: 45.2
Monmouthshire: 43.0
Wales: 40.6
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Welsh Index of Mul<ple Depriva<on (2014)
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Annual median wage, full-<me, resident analysis 2017
with (annual percentage change):
Monmouthshire: £31,466 (-1.2%)
Wales: £26,327 (+2.2%)
Annual median wage, full-<me, workplace analysis 2017
with (annual percentage change):
Monmouthshire: £31,466 (+8.3%)
Wales: £26,024 (+2.2%)
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1. Higher managerial, administrative and professional occupations
2. Lower managerial, administrative and professional occupations
3. Intermediate occupations
4. Small employers and own account workers
5. Lower supervisory and technical occupations
6. Semi-routine occupations
7. Routine occupations
8. Never worked and long-term unemployed
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